Your digital life in the
palm of your hand.
Want an #awesome system about the size of your cable modem?
The Intel® NUC built with 5th generation Intel® Core™ processors
takes the powerful capabilities of a complete desktop unit and
packages it into 4 small inches.
The Intel NUC is a Mini PC that delivers all the acronyms you want for home theater,
home gaming, and home hubs: WiFi. HDMI. 4K. GB. TB. USB. Built with Intel Core
processors, you have all the performance you need to be GTG along with a high-speed
peripheral charging port and replaceable lid. And with two different-sized chassis to
accommodate both HDDs and SSDs you can store and stream your games, your movie
collection, and all the pictures from the last Comic-Con.

How do you use your Intel® NUC?
Home theater? PC gaming? Home hub? This Mini PC is like a real-life Transformer.
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How do you watch sci-fi flicks?
SUPPORTS 4K DISPLAY
for immersive visuals.

INTEL® CORE™ i3 PROCESSOR
for a visually
stunning experience.
SMALLER THAN A DVR
or your grandma’s VCR.

READY MODE TECHNOLOGY
Ready to stream anytime
you’re ready to watch.
7.1 SURROUND SOUND
8 channels of screaming sound
for an immersive experience.

BUILT-IN WIFI
so you can stream all
the Netflix* you want.
2.5" HDD
Room to store all episodes of your
favorite conspiracy theory shows.

CONSUMER INFRARED
for remote control.
Gives new meaning to AFK.

P C GA MING

How do you
blast zombies?

MULTIPLE HD DISPLAYS
Because one HD screen
is never enough.
INTEL® CORE™ i5 PROCESSOR
with Intel® HD Graphics 6000
gives you the performance
you need to game on and on.

SMALL SIZE
Dude, your cable modem
is almost the same size.
REPLACEABLE LID
Pimp your NUC with a replaceable lid.
AUDIO JACK
So you can hear the tires squealing
or the zombies moaning.

MULTIPLE PORTS
Room for the peripherals
so you can drive like you
do in real life.
RAPID START
Less Waiting.
More Gaming.

M.2 SSD
Serves up data faster than a
barista pulls a double espresso.

HOME H UB

How do you have it all:
pics, media, and homework?
INTEL® CORE™ i3 PROCESSOR
for a fast, responsive experience.
WIFI
Built in so you can stream
Hulu* or back-up the
kid’s science project.
SMALL SIZE
Smaller than a toaster, more
powerful than your Ninja* blender.

VESA MOUNT
DIY your own All in One
with a single screwdriver.

STORAGE
Up to 2 TB of storage for
all the pictures of kittens
and tacos that you take.

USB 3.O CHARGING
A high current USB 3.0 port
lets you charge tablets and
smartphones quickly.

WIDI
Lose another cable.
Srsly.

BLUETOOTH
Hook up your Bluetooth speakers
and go all retro boombox cool.

To learn how to build your digital home with Intel NUC,
visit www.intel.com/nuc
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